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Abstract
Cross-document coreference, the task of
grouping all the mentions of each entity in a
document collection, arises in information extraction and automated knowledge base construction. For large collections, it is clearly
impractical to consider all possible groupings
of mentions into distinct entities. To solve
the problem we propose two ideas: (a) a distributed inference technique that uses parallelism to enable large scale processing, and
(b) a hierarchical model of coreference that
represents uncertainty over multiple granularities of entities to facilitate more effective approximate inference. To evaluate these ideas,
we constructed a labeled corpus of 1.5 million
disambiguated mentions in Web pages by selecting link anchors referring to Wikipedia entities. We show that the combination of the
hierarchical model with distributed inference
quickly obtains high accuracy (with error reduction of 38%) on this large dataset, demonstrating the scalability of our approach.

1

Introduction

Given a collection of mentions of entities extracted
from a body of text, coreference or entity resolution consists of clustering the mentions such that
two mentions belong to the same cluster if and
only if they refer to the same entity. Solutions to
this problem are important in semantic analysis and
knowledge discovery tasks (Blume, 2005; Mayfield
et al., 2009). While significant progress has been
made in within-document coreference (Ng, 2005;
Culotta et al., 2007; Haghighi and Klein, 2007;
Bengston and Roth, 2008; Haghighi and Klein,

2009; Haghighi and Klein, 2010), the larger problem of cross-document coreference has not received
as much attention.
Unlike inference in other language processing
tasks that scales linearly in the size of the corpus,
the hypothesis space for coreference grows superexponentially with the number of mentions. Consequently, most of the current approaches are developed on small datasets containing a few thousand
mentions. We believe that cross-document coreference resolution is most useful when applied to a
very large set of documents, such as all the news articles published during the last 20 years. Such a corpus would have billions of mentions. In this paper
we propose a model and inference algorithms that
can scale the cross-document coreference problem
to corpora of that size.
Much of the previous work in cross-document
coreference (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998; Ravin and
Kazi, 1999; Gooi and Allan, 2004; Pedersen et al.,
2006; Rao et al., 2010) groups mentions into entities
with some form of greedy clustering using a pairwise mention similarity or distance function based
on mention text, context, and document-level statistics. Such methods have not been shown to scale up,
and they cannot exploit cluster features that cannot
be expressed in terms of mention pairs. We provide
a detailed survey of related work in Section 6.
Other previous work attempts to address some of
the above concerns by mapping coreference to inference on an undirected graphical model (Culotta
et al., 2007; Poon et al., 2008; Wellner et al., 2004;
Wick et al., 2009a). These models contain pairwise factors between all pairs of mentions capturing similarity between them. Many of these models also enforce transitivity and enable features over
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... The Physiological Basis of Politics,” by Kevin B. Smith, Douglas Oxley, Matthew Hibbing...
...during the late 60's and early 70's, Kevin Smith worked with several local...
...the term hip-hop is attributed to Lovebug Starski. What does it actually mean...
The filmmaker Kevin Smith returns to the role of Silent Bob...
Nothing could be more irrelevant to Kevin Smith's audacious ''Dogma'' than ticking off...
Firefighter Kevin Smith spent almost 20 years preparing for Sept. 11. When he...
Like Back in 2008, the Lions drafted Kevin Smith, even though Smith was badly...
...shorthanded backfield in the wake of Kevin Smith's knee injury, and the addition of Haynesworth...

Author
Rapper
Filmmaker
Firefighter
Running back
Cornerback

...were coming,'' said Dallas cornerback Kevin Smith. ''We just didn't know when...
BEIJING, Feb. 21— Kevin Smith, who played the god of war in the "Xena"...

Actor

Figure 1: Cross-Document Coreference Problem: Example mentions of “Kevin Smith” from New York
Times articles, with the true entities shown on the right.

entities by including set-valued variables. Exact inference in these models is intractable and a number
of approximate inference schemes (McCallum et al.,
2009; Rush et al., 2010; Martins et al., 2010) may
be used. In particular, Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) based inference has been found to work
well in practice. However as the number of mentions grows to Web scale, as in our problem of crossdocument coreference, even these inference techniques become infeasible, motivating the need for
a scalable, parallelizable solution.
In this work we first distribute MCMC-based inference for the graphical model representation of
coreference. Entities are distributed across the machines such that the parallel MCMC chains on the
different machines use only local proposal distributions. After a fixed number of samples on each machine, we redistribute the entities among machines
to enable proposals across entities that were previously on different machines. In comparison to
the greedy approaches used in related work, our
MCMC-based inference provides better robustness
properties.
As the number of mentions becomes large, highquality samples for MCMC become scarce. To
facilitate better proposals, we present a hierarchical model. We add sub-entity variables that represent clusters of similar mentions that are likely to
be coreferent; these are used to propose composite
jumps that move multiple mentions together. We
also introduce super-entity variables that represent
clusters of similar entities; these are used to dis794

tribute entities among the machines such that similar
entities are assigned to the same machine. These additional levels of hierarchy dramatically increase the
probability of beneficial proposals even with a large
number of entities and mentions.
To create a large corpus for evaluation, we identify pages that have hyperlinks to Wikipedia, and extract the anchor text and the context around the link.
We treat the anchor text as the mention, the context as the document, and the title of the Wikipedia
page as the entity label. Using this approach, 1.5
million mentions were annotated with 43k entity labels. On this dataset, our proposed model yields a
B3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998) F1 score of 73.7%,
improving over the baseline by 16% absolute (corresponding to 38% error reduction). Our experimental results also show that our proposed hierarchical
model converges much faster even though it contains
many more variables.

2 Cross-document Coreference
The problem of coreference is to identify the sets of
mention strings that refer to the same underlying entity. The identities and the number of the underlying
entities is not known. In within-document coreference, the mentions occur in a single document. The
number of mentions (and entities) in each document
is usually in the hundreds. The difficulty of the task
arises from a large hypothesis space (exponential in
the number of mentions) and challenge in resolving nominal and pronominal mentions to the correct
named mentions. In most cases, named mentions

are not ambiguous within a document. In crossdocument coreference, the number of mentions and
entities is in the millions, making the combinatorics
even more daunting. Furthermore, naming ambiguity is much more common as the same string can
refer to multiple entities in different documents, and
distinct strings may refer to the same entity in different documents.
We show examples of ambiguities in Figure 1.
Resolving the identity of individuals with the same
name is a common problem in cross-document
coreference. This problem is further complicated
by the fact that in some situations, these individuals may belong to the same field. Another common ambiguity is that of alternate names, in which
the same entity is referred to by different names or
aliases (e.g. “Bill” is often used as a substitute for
“William”). The figure also shows an example of
the renaming ambiguity – “Lovebug Starski” refers
to “Kevin Smith”, and this is an extreme form of alternate names. Rare singleton entities (like the firefighter) that may appear only once in the whole corpus are also often difficult to isolate.
2.1

Pairwise Factor Model

Factor graphs are a convenient representation for a
probability distribution over a vector of output variables given observed variables. The model that we
use for coreference represents mentions (M) and entities (E) as random variables. Each mention can
take an entity as its value, and each entity takes a set
of mentions as its value. Each mention also has a
feature vector extracted from the observed text mention and its context. More precisely, the probability
of a configuration E = e is defined by
nP
P
p(e) ∝ exp e∈e
m,n∈e,n6=m ψa (m, n)
o
P
+ m∈e,n∈e
ψ
(m,
n)
r
/
where factor ψa represents affinity between mentions that are coreferent according to e, and factor
ψr represents repulsion between mentions that are
not coreferent. Different factors are instantiated for
different predicted configurations. Figure 2 shows
the model instantiated with five mentions over a twoentity hypothesis.
For the factor potentials, we use cosine similarity of mention context pairs (φmn ) such that
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Figure 2: Pairwise Coreference Model: Factor
graph for a 2-entity configuration of 5 mentions.
Affinity factors are shown with solid lines, and repulsion factors with dashed lines.
ψa (m, n) = φmn − b and ψr (m, n) = −(φmn − b),
where b is the bias. While one can certainly make
use of a more sophisticated feature set, we leave this
for future work as our focus is to scale up inference.
However, it should be noted that this approach is
agnostic to the particular set of features used. As
we will note in the next section, we do not need to
calculate features between all pairs of mentions (as
would be prohibitively expensive for large datasets);
instead we only compute the features as and when
required.
2.2

MCMC-based Inference

Given the above model of coreference, we seek the
maximum a posteriori (MAP) configuration:
ê = arg maxe p(e) n
P
P
= arg maxe e∈e
m,n∈e,n6=m ψa (m, n)
o
P
+ m∈e,n∈e
ψ
(m,
n)
r
/
Computing ê exactly is intractable due to the
large space of possible configurations.1 Instead,
we employ MCMC-based optimization to discover
the MAP configuration. A proposal function q is
used to propose a change e0 to the current configuration e. This jump is accepted with the following
Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probability:
!


0 ) 1/t q(e)
p(e
α(e, e0 ) = min 1,
(1)
p(e)
q(e0 )
1

Number of possible entities is Bell(n) in the number of
mentions, i.e. number of partitions of n items

where t is the annealing temperature parameter.
MCMC chains efficiently explore the highdensity regions of the probability distribution. By
slowly reducing the temperature, we can decrease
the entropy of the distribution to encourage convergence to the MAP configuration. MCMC has
been used for optimization in a number of related
work (McCallum et al., 2009; Goldwater and Griffiths, 2007; Changhe et al., 2004).
The proposal function moves a randomly chosen
mention l from its current entity es to a randomly
chosen entity et . For such a proposal, the log-model
ratio is:
X
X
p(e0 )
log
=
ψa (l, m) +
ψr (l, n)
p(e)
m∈et
n∈es
X
X
−
ψa (l, n) −
ψr (l, m)
(2)
n∈es

m∈et

Note that since only the factors between mention l
and mentions in es and et are involved in this computation, the acceptance probability of each proposal
is calculated efficiently.
In general, the model may contain arbitrarily
complex set of features over pairs of mentions, with
parameters associated with them. Given labeled
data, these parameters can be learned by Perceptron (Collins, 2002), which uses the MAP configuration according to the model (ê). There also exist
more efficient training algorithms such as SampleRank (McCallum et al., 2009; Wick et al., 2009b) that
update parameters during inference. However, we
only focus on inference in this work, and the only
parameter that we set manually is the bias b, which
indirectly influences the number of entities in ê. Unless specified otherwise, in this work the initial configuration for MCMC is the singleton configuration,
i.e. all entities have a size of 1.
This MCMC inference technique, which has been
used in McCallum and Wellner (2004), offers several advantages over other inference techniques: (a)
unlike message-passing-methods, it does not require
the full ground graph, (b) we only have to examine the factors that lie within the changed entities
to evaluate a proposal, and (c) inference may be
stopped at any point to obtain the current best configuration. However, the super exponential nature of
the hypothesis space in cross-doc coreference renders this algorithm computationally unsuitable for
796

large scale coreference tasks. In particular, fruitful proposals (that increase the model score) are extremely rare, resulting in a large number of proposals that are not accepted. We describe methods to
speed up inference by 1) evaluating multiple proposal simultaneously (Section 3), and 2) by augmenting our model with hierarchical variables that
enable better proposal distributions (Section 4).

3

Distributed MAP Inference

The key observation that enables distribution is that
the acceptance probability computation of a proposal only examines a few factors that are not common to the previous and next configurations (Eq. 2).
Consider a pair of proposals, one that moves mention l from entity es to entity et , and the other that
moves mention l0 from entity e0s to entity e0t . The
set of factors to compute acceptance of the first proposal are factors between l and mentions in es and
et , while the set of factors required to compute acceptance of the second proposal lie between l0 and
mentions in e0s and e0t . Since these set of factors
are completely disjoint from each other, and the resulting configurations do not depend on each other,
these two proposals are mutually-exclusive. Different orders of evaluating such proposals are equivalent, and in fact, these proposals can be proposed
and evaluated concurrently. This mutual-exclusivity
is not restricted only to pairs of proposals; a set of
proposals are mutually-exclusive if no two proposals require the same factor for evaluation.
Using this insight, we introduce the following approach to distributed cross-document coreference.
We divide the mentions and entities among multiple
machines, and propose moves of mentions between
entities assigned to the same machine. These jumps
are evaluated exactly and accepted without communication between machines. Since acceptance of a
mention’s move requires examining factors that lie
between other mentions in its entity, we ensure that
all mentions of an entity are assigned the same machine. Unless specified otherwise, the distribution is
performed randomly. To enable exploration of the
complete configuration space, rounds of sampling
are interleaved by redistribution stages, in which the
entities are redistributed among the machines (see
Figure 3). We use MapReduce (Dean and Ghe-
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Figure 3: Distributed MCMC-based Inference:
Distributor divides the entities among the machines,
and the machines run inference. The process is repeated by the redistributing the entities.
mawat, 2004) to manage the distributed computation.
This approach to distribution is equivalent to inference with all mentions and entities on a single
machine with a restricted proposer, but is faster
since it exploits independencies to propose multiple
jumps simultaneously. By restricting the jumps as
described above, the acceptance probability calculation is exact. Partitioning the entities and proposing local jumps are restrictions to the single-machine
proposal distribution; redistribution stages ensure
the equivalent Markov chains are still irreducible.
See Singh et al. (2010) for more details.

4

Hierarchical Coreference Model

The proposal function for MCMC-based MAP inference presents changes to the current entities. Since
we use MCMC to reach high-scoring regions of the
hypothesis space, we are interested in the changes
that improve the current configuration. But as the
number of mentions and entities increases, these
fruitful samples become extremely rare due to the
blowup in the possible space of configurations, resulting in rejection of a large number of proposals.
By distributing as described in the previous section,
we propose samples in parallel, improving chances
of finding changes that result in better configurations. However, due to random redistribution and a
naive proposal function within each machine, a large
fraction of proposals are still wasted. We address
these concerns by adding hierarchy to the model.
4.1

Sub-Entities

Consider the task of proposing moves of mentions
(within a machine). Given the large number of
mentions and entities, the probability that a ran797

domly picked mention that is moved to a random
entity results in a better configuration is extremely
small. If such a move is accepted, this gives us evidence that the mention did not belong to the previous entity, and we should also move similar mentions from the previous entity simultaneously to the
same entity. Since the proposer moves only a single mention at a time, a large number of samples
may be required to discover these fruitful moves.
To enable block proposals that move similar mentions simultaneously, we introduce latent sub-entity
variables that represent groups of similar mentions
within an entity, where the similarity is defined by
the model. For inference, we have stages of sampling sub-entities (moving individual mentions) interleaved with stages of entity sampling (moving all
mentions within a sub-entity). Even though our configuration space has become larger due to these extra variables, the proposal distribution has also improved since it proposes composite moves.
4.2

Super-Entities

Another issue faced during distributed inference is
that random redistribution is often wasteful. For example, if dissimilar entities are assigned to a machine, none of the proposals may be accepted. For a
large number of entities and machines, the probability that similar entities will be assigned to the same
machine is extremely small, leading to a larger number of wasted proposals. To alleviate this problem,
we introduce super-entities that represent groups of
similar entities. During redistribution, we ensure all
entities in the same super-entity are assigned to the
same machine. As for sub-entities above, inference
switches between regular sampling of entities and
sampling of super-entities (by moving entities). Although these extra variables have made the configuration space larger, they also allow more efficient
distribution of entities, leading to useful proposals.
4.3

Combined Hierarchical Model

Each of the described levels of the hierarchy are similar to the initial model (Section 2.1): mentions/subentities have the same structure as the entities/superentities, and are modeled using similar factors. To
represent the “context” of a sub-entity we take the
union of the bags-of-words of the constituent mention contexts. Similarly, we take the union of sub-

Super-Entities
Entities
Sub-Entities
Mentions

Figure 4: Combined Hierarchical Model with factors instantiated for a hypothesis containing 2 superentities, 4 entities, and 8 sub-entities, shown as colored circles, over 16 mentions. Dotted lines represent
repulsion factors and solid lines represent affinity factors (the color denotes the type of variable that the
factor touches). The boxes on factors were excluded for clarity.

entity contexts to represent the context of an entity.
The factors are instantiated in the same manner as
Section 2.1 except that we change the bias factor
b for each level (increasing it for sub-entities, and
decreasing it for super-entities). The exact values
of these biases indirectly determines the number of
predicted sub-entities and super-entities.
Since these two levels of hierarchy operate at
separate granularities from each other, we combine
them into a single hierarchical model that contains
both sub- and super-entities. We illustrate this hierarchical structure in Figure 4. Inference for this
model takes a round-robin approach by fixing two
of the levels of the hierarchy and sampling the third,
cycling through these three levels. Unless specified
otherwise, the initial configuration is the singleton
configuration, in which all sub-entities, entities, and
super-entities are of size 1.

5

Experiments

We evaluate our models and algorithms on a number
of datasets. First, we compare performance on the
small, publicly-available “John Smith” dataset. Second, we run the automated Person-X evaluation to
obtain thousands of mentions that we use to demonstrate accuracy and scalability improvements. Most
importantly, we create a large labeled corpus using
links to Wikipedia to explore the performance in the
large-scale setting.
5.1

John Smith Corpus

To compare with related work, we run an evaluation on the “John Smith” corpus (Bagga and Bald798

win, 1998), containing 197 mentions of the name
“John Smith” from New York Times articles (labeled to obtain 35 true entities). The bias b for
our approach is set to result in the correct number
of entities. Our model achieves B3 F1 accuracy of
66.4% on this dataset. In comparison, Rao et al.
(2010) obtains 61.8% using the model most similar
to ours, while their best model (which uses sophisticated topic-model features that do not scale easily)
achieves 69.7%. It is encouraging to note that our
approach, using only a subset of the features, performs competitively with related work. However,
due to the small size of the dataset, we require further evaluation before reaching any conclusions.
5.2

Person-X Evaluation

There is a severe lack of labeled corpora for crossdocument coreference due to the effort required
to evaluate the coreference decisions. Related
approaches have used automated Person-X evaluation (Gooi and Allan, 2004), in which unique
person-name strings are treated as the true entity
labels for the mentions. Every mention string is
replaced with an “X” for the coreference system.
We use this evaluation methodology on 25k personname mentions from the New York Times corpus (Sandhaus, 2008) each with one of 50 unique
strings. As before, we set the bias b to achieve the
same number of entities. We use 1 million samples
in each round of inference, followed by random redistribution in the flat model, and super-entities in
the hierarchical model. Results are averaged over
five runs.

Figure 5: Person-X Evaluation of Pairwise model:
Performance as number of machines is varied, averaged over 5 runs.
Number of Entities
Number of Mentions
Size of Largest Entity
Average Mentions per Entity
Variance of Mentions per Entity

43,928
1,567,028
6,096
35.7
5191.7

Table 1: Wikipedia Link Corpus Statistics. Size
of an entity is the number of mentions of that entity.
Figure 5 shows accuracy compared to relative
wallclock running time for distributed inference on
the flat, pairwise model. Speed and accuracy improve as additional machines are added, but larger
number of machines lead to diminishing returns for
this small dataset. Distributed inference on our hierarchical model is evaluated in Figure 6 against inference on the pairwise model from Figure 5. We
see that the individual hierarchical models perform
much better than the pairwise model; they achieve
the same accuracy as the pairwise model in approximately 10% of the time. Moreover, distributed inference on the combined hierarchical model is both
faster and more accurate than the individual hierarchical models.
5.3

Wikipedia Link Corpus

To explore the application of the proposed approach
to a larger, realistic dataset, we construct a corpus
based on the insight that links to Wikipedia that appear on webpages can be treated as mentions, and
since the links were added manually by the page author, we use the destination Wikipedia page as the
799

Figure 6: Person-X Evaluation of Hierarchical
Models: Performance of inference on hierarchical
models compared to the pairwise model. Experiments were run using 50 machines.

entity the link refers to.
The dataset is created as follows: First, we crawl
the web and select hyperlinks on webpages that link
to an English Wikipedia page.2 The anchors of
these links form our set of mentions, with the surrounding block of clean text (obtained after removing markup, etc.) around each link being its context. We assign the title of the linked Wikipedia
page as the entity label of that link. Since this set
of mentions and labels can be noisy, we use the
following filtering steps. All links that have less
than 36 words in their block, or whose anchor text
has a large string edit distance from the title of the
Wikipedia page, are discarded. While this results in
cases in which “President” is discarded when linked
to the “Barack Obama” Wikipedia page, it was necessary to reduce noise. Further, we also discard
links to Wikipedia pages that are concepts (such as
“public_domain”) rather than entities. All entities with less than 6 links to them are also discarded.
Table 1 shows some statistics about our automatically generated data set. We randomly sampled 5%
of the entities to create a development set, treating
the remaining entities as the test set. Unlike the
John Smith and Person-X evaluation, this data set
also contains non-person entities such as organizations and locations.
For our models, we augment the factor potentials
with mention-string similarity:
2

e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/Hillary_Clinton

ψa/r (m, n) = ± (φmn − b + wSTREQ(m, n))

Method

where STREQ is 1 if mentions m and n are string
identical (0 otherwise), and w is the weight to this
feature.3 In our experiments we found that setting
w = 0.8 and b = 1e − 4 gave the best results on the
development set.
Due to the large size of the corpus, existing crossdocument coreference approaches could not be applied to this dataset. However, since a majority
of related work consists of using clustering after
defining a similarity function (Section 6), we provide a baseline evaluation of clustering with SubSquare (Bshouty and Long, 2010), a scalable, distributed clustering method. Subsquare takes as input a weighted graph with mentions as nodes and
similarity between mentions used as edge weights.
Subsquare works by stochastically assigning a vertex to the cluster of one its neighbors if they have
significant neighborhood overlap. This algorithm
is an efficient form of approximate spectral clustering (Bshouty and Long, 2010), and since it is given
the same distances between mentions as our models,
we expect it to get similar accuracy. We also generate another baseline clustering by assigning mentions with identical strings to the same entity. This
mention-string clustering is also used as the initial
configuration of our inference.

String-Match
Subsquare
Our Model

Figure 7: Wikipedia Link Evaluation: Performance of inference for different number of machines
(N = 100, 500). Mention-string match clustering is
used as the initial configuration.
3

Note that we do not use mention-string similarity for John
Smith or Person-X as the mention strings are all identical.
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Pairwise
P/ R
F1
30.0 / 66.7 41.5
38.2 / 49.1 43.0
44.2 / 61.4 51.4

B3 Score
P/ R
F1
82.7 / 43.8 57.3
87.6 / 51.4 64.8
89.4 / 62.5 73.7

Table 2: F1 Scores on the Wikipedia Link Data.
The results are significant at the 0.0001 level over
Subsquare according to the difference of proportions
significance test.
Inference is run for 20 rounds of 10 million samples each, distributed over N machines. We use
N = 100, 500 and the B3 F1 score results obtained
set for each case are shown in Figure 7. It can
be seen that N = 500 converges to a better solution faster, showing effective use of parallelism. Table 2 compares the results of our approach (at convergence for N = 500), the baseline mention-string
match and the Subsquare algorithm. Our approach
significantly outperforms the competitors.

6 Related Work
Although the cross-document coreference problem
is challenging and lacks large labeled datasets, its
ubiquitous role as a key component of many knowledge discovery tasks has inspired several efforts.
A number of previous techniques use scoring
functions between pairs of contexts, which are then
used for clustering. One of the first approaches
to cross-document coreference (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998) uses an idf-based cosine-distance scoring function for pairs of contexts, similar to the one
we use. Ravin and Kazi (1999) extend this work to
be somewhat scalable by comparing pairs of contexts only if the mentions are deemed “ambiguous”
using a heuristic. Others have explored multiple
methods of context similarity, and concluded that
agglomerative clustering provides effective means
of inference (Gooi and Allan, 2004). Pedersen et
al. (2006) and Purandare and Pedersen (2004) integrate second-order co-occurrence of words into the
similarity function. Mann and Yarowsky (2003) use
biographical facts from the Web as features for clustering. Niu et al. (2004) incorporate information extraction into the context similarity model, and annotate a small dataset to learn the parameters. A number of other approaches include various forms of

hand-tuned weights, dictionaries, and heuristics to
define similarity for name disambiguation (Blume,
2005; Baron and Freedman, 2008; Popescu et al.,
2008). These approaches are greedy and differ in the
choice of the distance function and the clustering algorithm used. Daumé III and Marcu (2005) propose
a generative approach to supervised clustering, and
Haghighi and Klein (2010) use entity profiles to assist within-document coreference.
Since many related methods use clustering, there
are a number of distributed clustering algorithms
that may help scale these approaches. Datta et
al. (2006) propose an algorithm for distributed kmeans. Chen et al. (2010) describe a parallel spectral
clustering algorithm. We use the Subsquare algorithm (Bshouty and Long, 2010) as baseline because
it works well in practice. Mocian (2009) presents a
survey of distributed clustering algorithms.
Rao et al. (2010) have proposed an online deterministic method that uses a stream of input mentions
and assigns them greedily to entities. Although it
can resolve mentions from non-trivial sized datasets,
the method is restricted to a single machine, which
is not scalable to the very large number of mentions
that are encountered in practice.
Our representation of the problem as an undirected graphical model, and performing distributed
inference on it, provides a combination of advantages not available in any of these approaches. First,
most of the methods will not scale to the hundreds
of millions of mentions that are present in real-world
applications. By utilizing parallelism across machines, our method can run on very large datasets
simply by increasing the number of machines used.
Second, approaches that use clustering are limited
to using pairwise distance functions for which additional supervision and features are difficult to incorporate. In addition to representing features from
all of the related work, graphical models can also
use more complex entity-wide features (Culotta et
al., 2007; Wick et al., 2009a), and parameters can
be learned using supervised (Collins, 2002) or semisupervised techniques (Mann and McCallum, 2008).
Finally, the inference for most of the related approaches is greedy, and earlier decisions are not revisited. Our technique is based on MCMC inference
and simulated annealing, which are able to escape
local maxima.
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7

Conclusions

Motivated by the problem of solving the coreference problem on billions of mentions from all of the
newswire documents from the past few decades, we
make the following contributions. First, we introduce distributed version of MCMC-based inference
technique that can utilize parallelism to enable scalability. Second, we augment the model with hierarchical variables that facilitate fruitful proposal distributions. As an additional contribution, we use links
to Wikipedia pages to obtain a high-quality crossdocument corpus. Scalability and accuracy gains of
our method are evaluated on multiple datasets.
There are a number of avenues for future work.
Although we demonstrate scalability to more than a
million mentions, we plan to explore performance
on datasets in the billions. We also plan to examine
inference on complex coreference models (such as
with entity-wide factors). Another possible avenue
for future work is that of learning the factors. Since
our approach supports parameter estimation, we expect significant accuracy gains with additional features and supervised data. Our work enables crossdocument coreference on very large corpora, and we
would like to explore the downstream applications
that can benefit from it.
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